ACUMEDIC PHYTOFORM SYSTEM
GMP quality, purity tested herbs

www.phytoform.eu

OVER 250 COLOUR CODED HERB COMPONENTS

TURNKEY SOLUTION FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE
The PHYTOFORM SYSTEM is a new concept
in modern Chinese herbal prescriptions for the
discerning practitioner. It provides a complete,
ready-to-use system for simple and
convenient dispensing of even the most
complex formulations.

Highest grade GMP herbal extracts
Completely customisable prescriptions
Simple and convenient dispensing system
Comprehensive resource of herbs and formulations
Own clinic branding for enhanced brand image
Modern and user friendly interface
Convenient stock control system and reordering
A legal route to prescribe herbs to patients

NOT ALL EXTRACTS ARE THE SAME
The reputation of a clinic is judged by results. The
efficacy of a prescription is dependent on high
potency extracts. Unfortunately there are many
poor quality herbal extracts on the market
providing cheap but dilute extracts. Extract
potency is not only affected by how much raw
herb is used but more importantly by the quality of
those starting herbs.

Potent, dissolvable herbal granules that are easy to
dispense, dissolve and drink
Made from raw herbs grown in their perfect environment
and harvested at the peak of their efficacy
Extracted to our exacting specifications expert GMP
registered extractors
Water (not solvent) extracted for genuine traditional
herbal composition and effect
Purity tested for guaranteed unadulterated extracts
Sealed, stored and shipped immediately and in perfect
conditions to ensure herb stability
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POWERFUL PRESCRIPTION INTERFACE
A powerful prescription interface allows
practitioners to quickly choose formulations and
individualise prescriptions effortlessly to their
patients needs. The whole prescription process is
seamlessly linked with stock levels.

Innovative interface accessible from computer, tablet or
smartphone
Completely customisable prescriptions for ultimate
practitioner flexibility
Store and favourite commonly used formulations for ease
of prescribing
Live stock figures allow prescriptions to be altered
according to stock levels
Own clinic branding on all prescriptions
Prescription history for reference and ease of repeat
prescriptions

STRESS FREE DISPENSING
Dispensing herbal extracts can be daunting and is
prone to error. The PHYTOFORM dispensing
system is designed for simplicity and cleanliness
with standardized measuring scoops and a clear
display showing exactly how to fulfil a prescription.

Innovative dispensing interface accessible from computer,
tablet or smartphone
Clean and hygienic dispensing system with all apparatus
provided
Quick and accurate dispensing for even the most complex
formulations
Only a small dispensing area needed
A fraction of the cost of expensive and space consuming
dispensing machines and without any maintenance costs
and downtime
So easy that anyone can be trained in dispensing

COMPREHENSIVE RESOURCES AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Even the most experienced practitioner refers to
reference books in the course of prescribing. The
PHYTOFORM SYSTEM has a comprehensive
resource of over 250 herbs and base combinations
seamlessly integrated into the prescription
interface for ease of access and instant
prescribing.

Clear and concise resources on all PHYTOFORM single herbs
and base combinations
Includes all essential information for practitioners
An authoritative reference to show to patients
Written by eminent professors in Chinese Herbal Medicine
Approved by the CMIR as diploma learning material
Available free of charge to all PHYTOFORM clients on
computer, tablet and smartphone
Available to purchase in print format

TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT OF STOCK CONTROL
Clinicians should be spending their time treating
patients and promoting their business and less
time on administrative roles like stock control. The
PHYTOFORM SYSTEM constantly monitors stock
levels as they are being dispensed and will
automatically alert clinics when a product is
running low. The reordering system is simple and
updates stock level on receipt.

System continuously monitors stock levels and provides a
recommended order list
No requirement to purchase entire ranges of herbs but instead
the clinic can build up stock with flexibility
Innovative base combination system allows practitioners to
control expenses by not purchasing rarely used single herbs
Stock alerts to ensure that the dispensary is never out of stock
Send orders simply and easily directly from your computer,
tablet or smartphone
AcuMedic Professional has over 3 decades of mail order
experience with 90% of our orders dispatched same day

PHYTOFORM SUPPORT AND PRIVILEGES
AcuMedic recognises that practitioners are
busy and expect highest quality support and
convenience. All PHYTOFORM clients are given
exclusive access to a wide range of resources
and services.

Telephone and email support Mon-Fri from a small and
expert team
Exclusive PHYTOFORM login to our website and app
Invitations to PHYTOFORM workshops to improve your
clinical practice
Access to PHYTOFORM SYSTEM educational courses taught
by the CMIR (Chinese Medical Institute & Register)
An automatic AcuMedic Club Membership (worth £200)
giving an automatic 10% discount on all non-discounted
AcuMedic Professional and chinalife products
(www.chinalifeweb.com)
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to order or make any enquiries:
www.phytoform.eu
email: info@phytoform.eu
Tel: +44 (0)20 7388 6704

ABOUT ACUMEDIC PROFESSIONAL
AcuMedic Professional has been supplying the professional Chinese Medicine industry for over 40 years. AcuMedic
invented the disposable traditional acupuncture needle and has continued to innovate over the decades. The PHYTOFORM
SYSTEM has been designed by AcuMedic Professional, AcuMedic Clinic (a world renowned clinical organisation) and
teaching professors of the CMIR. The system has been created with an expert understanding of the specific needs of the
Chinese Medicine professional from single practitioners to multi-doctor clinics.
c copyright AcuMedic 2014.

